
# 51-8023, TOWN HOUSE FOR SALE IN
TORMOS 

  For sale.   € 157.500,00  

Partially renovated village house with high ceilings, spacious and with several open spaces to finish
remodelling to personal taste. As we enter the house we find a hall full of well cared and handmade mosaics,
as well as the wooden doors that give us access to the living room with fireplace, a single room on the left
hand side and on the right hand side a large bedroom en suite. Passing the living room we arrive at the
kitchen, after it, going down some stairs, we will see the dining room that 
Partially renovated village house with high ceilings, spacious and with several open spaces to finish
remodelling to personal taste. As we enter the house we find a hall full of well cared and handmade mosaics,
as well as the wooden doors that give us access to the living room with fireplace, a single room on the left
hand side and on the right hand side a large bedroom en suite. Passing the living room we arrive at the
kitchen, after it, going down some stairs, we will see the dining room that gives us access to a bathroom, to a
lower area where we find a wine cellar and finally the patio. The house is distributed in several floors where
between the ground floor and the first floor we find a room with a balcony overlooking the courtyard. On the
first floor there is an open space where canned food used to be kept. A good option to invest and turn it into
your new opportunity.

BASE INFORMATION:
Bed :  3
Bath :  2

LAND INFORMATION:
Square feet
or meters

:  273

Lot Size :  84

CONVENIENCE:
General Amenities: Storage Room,Double
Glazing,Patio,Satellite Dish,
Appliance Amenities: Electricity,Water,
Energy Savings Amenities: Heat pump,
Exterior Amenities: Balcony,Terrace,
Interior Amenities: Air
Conditioning,Furnished,
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